100% Historical Data
ALL
historical
data is permanently tracked and accessible
Forms
& Printouts
by a single click or keystroke. There is no need to go to a
separate inquiry screen that shows only partial historical
data. Right on the main parcel screen you can look forward
or backward by year and when you do you’ll see ALL the
data for that parcel just as it was in that year.

Complete Tax Administration
Valuation
Imports &
Exports

Parcel Data Sheet
Equalization &
Exemptions

Instant Calculations
This technique provides for the immediate calculation and
recalculation of all computer generated values automatically
upon entering or changing any of the parcel data. You no
longer have to run (or reset) various processes in order to
compute these values. And you no longer have to wait until
all information is entered to review calculations or move
onto “the next step”. You can enter your data as you desire.
But feel safe because we have provided switches that allow
you to freeze or lock various data at various times. These
instant calculations are utilized for equalizations,
exemptions, taxes, interest and fees, and more.
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Tax Bills
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Mobile
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Forms &
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Un-Paralleled Inquiries
Uniquely flexible inquiries allow you to locate a specific
parcel or a group of parcels by many criteria, but by a single
simple look-up window that is accessible from the main
parcel screen. This inquiry allows you to find parcel(s) by
parcel #, alternate #, township, subdivision, street, address,
name, assessed value, extensions, and much more.
Additionally, you can inquire by partial fields such as typing
in only the first few characters of the name. Also, you can
search by legal description containing certain phrases or
keywords. Lastly, some fields, such as assessed value, can
be inquired by a range of values. All at your fingertips this
system is truly advanced when it comes to inquiry
capabilities.
Interfaces
User definable imports and exports allow easy integration
with other software such as GIS, CAMA, as well as
automatic statement processing from bank and mortgage
firms.

♦ Assessors
♦ Clerks
♦ Treasurers
♦

This single printout eliminates the need to print multiple
screens or attach several printouts. This printout, accessed
by a single click from the main parcel screen, provides a
single comprehensive report containing all of the parcel
information on one clear, concise, easy-to-read form.
Parcel Images

Parcels

Abstracts
& Reports

Complete Audit Trails
Comprehensive audit trails automatically track changes
made to parcel data and can later be viewed or printed.

Digital photos of various types can be linked to a parcel
and displayed in the images tab of the main parcel screen,
as well as printed on the parcel data sheet.
Internet Public Access
A specially designed public inquiry screen displays the
data and information that is viewable by the public. This
inquiry is designed for access via the internet. Similarly, a
second public access screen is available for in-office walkin traffic.
Support… Support… Support
Superior support has been the key to our success for the
past 21 years. When you call our office you can ask for
support staff by name and speak with a property tax expert
that has worked on the design and implementation of your
software.
Price
Our software is the most affordable on the market. We
offer a unique pricing package that combines licensing,
support, and maintenance all into one annual usage fee.
This eliminates the costlier expense (and lock-in effect) of
purchasing the software up front. And we don’t require
long-term contracts. We are a technically driven
company, not a sales driven company. We earn your
future business, not through contracts, but by earning your
satisfaction.

Best Software…
Best Service…
Best Price…
Highlights
instant calculations
100% complete historical data
unparalleled parcel inquiries
capacity for partial payments
comprehensive parcel data sheet
customizable imports and exports
internet accessible public access inquiry
advanced re-useable addressing
partial year prorated exemptions
completely integrated (eliminates data rollover)
easy updating of districts, levies, and tax codes
quick payments via barcoded tax bills
payments from multi-parcel payers
Other Features
farmland bulletin 810
PTELL
TIF districts, enterprise zones and abatements
normal, special, and final disbursements
accelerated or normal billing
tax sale, redemption, and forfeitures
mobile homes
legislative abstracts and reports
user definable format for parcel numbers
password protection (and restrictions by user role)
interfaces to banks, mortgage firms, GIS, CAMA, & etc.
forms designed for plain paper laser printers

We’ll Be Here For You!
Since October 1983, Fike & Fike, Inc. has developed and
implemented comprehensive computer systems for business and
industry throughout the U.S. and Canada. Our systems range from
full scale accounting, to warehousing, to healthcare, and to
publishing. We utilize hand held technology, radio frequency
wireless, EDI data processing, bar coding, Pocket PCs, biometrics,
and more. Our superior capabilities in software design and
development have been proven time and time again.
In 1995, Fike & Fike, Inc. began providing backup support for
property tax software to Fidlar Doubleday Corp, one of the major
vendors in Illinois Property Tax Software. Dave Coe, a principal
partner in our firm, had earlier been one of the original developers
in Fidlar’s PC based software.
In 2003 Fike & Fike, Inc. began providing services directly to
Illinois counties, as Fidlar retired from the market. We acquired
rights to the Fidlar software and began making long awaited
improvements.

Illinois
Property Tax
Administration
Software

Also at that time, we started development of a completely new,
modernized and state-of-the-art, advanced property tax system
utilizing the latest in software technology. This new technology
allowed us to create a far superior system with unparalleled
functionality, flexibility, and ease-of-use. This new version was
released in the spring of 2004.
As of spring 2006 this state-of-the-art software is fully utilized in
10 Illinois counties totaling 250,000 parcels. We also provide
some of these counties with computer and networking services, as
well as offer custom programming. Centrally located in
Bloomington, we are only a few hours from any county in the state.
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